Tylö Sense

– the obvious choice for saunas.

Tylö
Sauna heaters

Five good reasons to
ELEGANT DETAILS
All Tylö heaters are manufactured by sauna bathers for
sauna bathers. This means that each heater has been
carefully designed to deliver the ultimate sauna experience. The grille on Tylö's original heater is angled to
ensure optimal distribution of hot air. The built-in water
reservoir creates a more comfortable and gentler climate - exactly as it should be in a genuine Tylö sauna.

FAST HEATING THAT SAVES ENERGY
Tylö's original heaters all heat a sauna extremely quickly
- up to twice as fast as any other heater. Tylö's unique,
twin side air chambers provide enhanced hot air distribution (taking just 25 minutes to reach a normal sauna
temperature of 80°C).
Moreover, with the patented divided output feature, Tylö
heaters can realise energy savings of up to 30%, making
them an energy-efficient choice. The divided output feature means that the sauna heater automatically switches
to energy-saving mode when the temperature reaches
the desired level and maintains it for the length of time
you spend in the sauna.
All in all, this is a financially-sound, long-term investment if you are looking for fast and comfortable sauna
heating.

SAFETY A HIGH PRIORITY
Overheat cut-outs, thermostats and temperature sensors
are vital components that are selected with meticulous
care to ensure maximum safety.
It is also assuring to know that Thermosafe™, Tylö's
unique protective coating, prevents the exterior from
becoming too hot to the touch.

choose a Tylö heater
EFFECTIVE WATER SPRINKLING
Unlike many other sauna heaters, Tylö's original heater has a
deep, centrally-located stone compartment. This ensures that
almost all the water sprinkled over the stones turns into steam.

MADE IN SWEDEN WITH A LONG WARRANTY
Tylö manufactures its sauna heaters completely in-house, without compromising quality. The heating elements, which are the
heart of the heater, are manufactured in a closely-monitored
process to ensure reliable performance and long life.
The choice of materials, such as a stainless steel stone compartment and aluminium top, reflects Tylö's high quality
standards for all of its products. This is important and good for
you, no matter how frequently or seldom you take a sauna.
Thanks to in-house production and scrupulous quality control
the consumer can be assured that a Tylö heater is a reliable
purchase.

Made in Sweden

3000 0231

Sense

– let your senses roam free
Sense is a brand new range of sauna heaters where elegant design marries Tylö's reliable performance and genuine quality. Sense lets all your
senses roam free with its fast, comfortable heat, accurate temperature control and smart Eco features. All the heaters have a fibre-coated outer
shell to minimise the risk of burns and a compartment for fragrant essences which can be removed for easy cleaning. The new design will add style
and distinction to any sauna. Tylö recommends a mini sauna stone package (item no. 9014 1050) for a Sense heater. If installing the heater on the
floor, you need to order legs (item no. 9000 1060).

Sense Combi

The Sense Combi crossover heater adds
variation to your pleasure. Enjoy dry, wet and
steam saunas with just one heater, which
features a standby mode and divided output
to maximise energy efficiency. The elegant h2
control panel is also included in its design.
Choose an output of 6.6 kW or 8 kW and either
a wall-mounted or floor-standing heater (legs
are optional).
Sense Combi 6 kW (Item no. 6100 1016)
Sense Combi 8 kW (Item no. 6100 1010)

Sauna accessories Blonde & Dark

Blonde and Dark are two series of aluminium accessories with elegant light and dark wood details. The sauna
accessory series include a ladle, bucket, towel rack, liquid
thermometer, hourglass, thermometer, hygrometer and
thermo/hygrometer.

Sense Plus

With its brand new design, Sense Plus offers rapid and
safe heat. The heater has a safety overheat cut-out and our
patented, energy-saving "divided output" feature. Choose an
output of 6.6 kW or 8 kW and either a wall-mounted or floorstanding heater (legs are optional). Sense Plus is designed
for installation with a separate electronic control panel.
Choice of CC50, EC50 or h1.
Sense Plus 6 kW (Item no. 6100 1017)
Sense Plus 8 kW (Item no. 6100 1011)

Sense MPE

The same features and design as Sense Plus, but with the
CC10 control panel included.
Sense MPE 6 kW (Item no. 6100 1030)
Sense MPE 8 kW (Item no. 6100 1032)

CC10

Electronic control panel for 6 kW and 8 kW heaters.
Simple to operate. A numerical LED display shows the
time and temperature. 3-10 hours running time, 0–10
hour preset.

Sense Sport

Sense Sport delivers reliable and precise heat every time
you take a relaxing sauna. The heater incorporates our
energy-saving "divided output" feature and an integrated
time and temperature control knob on its front. Choose
an output of 6.6 kW or 8 kW and either a wall-mounted or
floor-standing heater (legs are optional).
Sense Sport 6 kW (Item no. 6100 1018)
Sense Sport 8 kW (Item no. 6100 1012)

Sense SK

Sense SK is designed for installation with a separate
control panel. In other respects, the heater has the same
features and design as Sense Sport.
Choice of TS16 and TS30 control panel.
Sense SK 6 kW (Item no. 6100 1025)
Sense SK 8 kW (Item no. 6100 1027)

H1

Tylö's stylish h1 control panel makes it easy to adjust
the sauna or steam bath. The electronic control panel
with touch-control displays the temperature and
running time and can be programmed to start up to 24
hours in advance.
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